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WORKING WITH ANCESTRAL
MEDICINE: THE ROADMAP
In the past 20 years, we've seen a rising interest worldwide in the use of Ancestral Plant Medicine
as a way to heal, grow and transform. There are excellent reasons for that: there is nothing like the
power of master plants to help you thrive in all aspects of your life. However, this unique path of
personal exploration can be a bit daunting at the get go, so a little orientation is useful.
All the South or Central American master earth medicines I’ve worked and apprenticed with, from
Ayahuasca, Huachuma, Yopo, Kambo or Bufo are extremely potent ways to change your life,
completely and radically.
A Sacred Earth (plant or animal) ceremony is a chance to foster profound change in yourself.
There is potential for healing the body, mind and spirit, for reconciliation with yourself and
others as well as revelatory spiritual experiences.
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Our focus as facilitators is to guide a safe journey and help you make sense of the experience. To
that end, I’ve created a ROADMAP designed to help you harness a few of the necessary keys to
approach any ancestral medicine experieince in safe manner.
When it comes to plant medicine, ﬁrst timers and seasoned explorers alike will have questions:
What areas of my life—health, relationships, spirituality, wealth—need an update, a review or an
upgrade? Which part of me is willing to heal?
A fresh and humble approach is to be open to the idea that all limitations or diﬃculties revealed to
you in a plant medicine experience are self-imposed.
Start with a good mindset …
Through our work we’ve been able to identify the mindsets that SUPPORT the experience and
allow for breakthroughs, and those that limit it — and of which you are probably not even aware. .
The purpose of this ROADMAP is to help you identify, and hopefully set aside some of those
limiting beliefs, right from the start. So read on and let this roadmap give you something to think
about; speciﬁcally how to open yourself to deep healing and your highest creative potential
through plant medicine.
Enjoy!
From the heart,
Frédéric Cherri

Frédéric Cherri
Note: this document is in it's second iteration. I'm deeply indebted to Sharon Van Bramer for her editing
marvels of the original text.
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ROADMAP TO ANCESTRAL MEDICINE // THE 6 MINDSETS

MINDSET 1:
Quick ﬁx? Fun? Psychedelic ride?
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It’s time to dispel the myths attached to ancestral plant medicine:
Myth #1: Ancestral Medicine (plants) are just drugs and you’ll get addicted. Plant medicine is
brewed from living plants using age-old traditional recipes and practices. Ceremony and prayer are
necessary to activate it’s scope of operation and results. This is very diﬀerent from a chemical
cooked in a lab. The impact plant medicine can have on one’s well-being is phenomenal and it has
never been shown to be addictive.
Myth #2: It’s for jungle hippies, new age spiritualists and psychedelic junkies. Sure, and yet a
lot more business people, doctors, surgeons, psycho-therapists/analysts, parents with their
children, entrepreneurs, school teachers and other “normal” people are interested in journeying
with plant medicine and millions have done so.
Myth #3: It’s a wild, hallucinogenic trip. Although some experiences are visually dynamic, others
may be much more subtle, oﬀering opportunities to learn from within and without loss of
awareness or control. Huachuma experiences may show you how incredibly profound and powerful
‘subtle’ can be.
Myth #4: You’ll be a completely diﬀerent person afterwards. After a ceremony you will be a
levitating, wide-eyed awakened sage. This simply isn’t true. But medicine may certainly open you
up to a truer, more authentic version of yourself.
Myth #5: It is a quick ﬁx for healing. Nope, it's not. This medicine is a doorway to the healing
potential that is now and always has been within you. This enables you to see your own power and
take greater responsibility for your well-being. Miracles happen, absolutely, but we go into
ceremony with a prayer or intention, not an expectation.

Adopt this mindset instead:
Respect and setting an intention, not an expectation
All the mesdicines are powerful entheogens, psychoactive substances inducing a spiritual
experience. They should be approached with respect, humility and reverence. The ceremonial
use of sacred medicines can vary, but in modern indigenous practices it typically involves a diet
and behavioural restrictions several days prior to the ceremony (e.g., no alcohol, red meats, dairy,
salt, sugar, sexual activity). Adhering to preparatory practices are also a testament to one’s
discipline and integrity: the best mindset for approaching this work.
Having a particular expectation can adversely impact or limit your experience, so it’s best to go
into a ceremony with an open-mind, an open-heart and trust that you’ll get exactly what you NEED
(not necessarily what you want). Let go of expectations and the opportunities are then limitless.
There is no 'best time' to join a one-oﬀ ceremony or an intensive retreat but it can be
tremendously helpful to do so when you’re in crisis or going through a rough time. A prior
preparation and a post ceremony integration will maximise the beneﬁts and reveal how life-altering
this work can be.
Enter a ceremony as open-minded and positive as possible and connect with how you're truly
feeling. At the end of it, remind yourself to celebrate and acknowledge that you have entered a
space where sorrow, negativity, trauma and limitations can be left behind, for good. Invite
gratitude.
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MINDSET 2:
Being unclear about what you want
To manifest your future, you have to have a positive idea of what it looks like. It's harder to turn into
reality something that is unclear. We mostly react to what’s happening in our lives rather than
intentionally craft the vision of what we want to see happening. We usually allow our ‘programs’ to
run on automatic and these are mostly based on past traumas and distorted perceptions of what’s
real.
When you work from a clear intention, the Spirit of the plant makes an extraordinary eﬀort to show
you what’s needed in order to turn your dreams into reality..
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Your life is the result of where you focus your attention and channel your energy. The truth is, most
of us never ask ourselves, “What do I really want”; or put another way, “Into what do I want to put
my energy?” Much less do we ask, “In what way am I sabotaging my eﬀorts and preventing what I
want from manifesting? It’s also crucial to consider the ‘downside’ of getting what you want. In
other words, what would change for you and are those changes acceptable to you? Also, what
fears come up as you contemplate this new focus, this ‘want’?
Here’s a simple exercise to show you how you become or move into that in which you place your
attention The next time you’re out walking, , choose an object and give it all of your attention, be
wholly aware of the object and nothing else. As you do so—and almost without realizing it—you’ll
start moving toward the object. . Same in life. Focus on a goal, ﬁx an intention and you’ll ‘move’
toward it. "

Adopt this mindset instead:
Embody your life into being: close your eyes... see and feel the
outcome you want
Suppose that today you woke up with 10 or 100 times the health, energy, clarity, sense of power
and commitment than yesterday. What would your day look like? Perhaps you’re waking up to a life
of abundance. You’re joyful and free of negative thinking; conﬁdent, eager, and full of ideas with the
energy to execute them. At work you’re surrounded by a team of A-players; people whom you
nurture and who nurture you. You’re able to simply, and without guilt, express your feelings about
anything and you feel a greater sense of connection to everyone and everything. How about that?
Feel what you want in your life with every ﬁbre of your being. Personal work, especially with a tool
such as plant medicine, can help you manifest exactly what you want. But you have to be clear on
what you want. Start by examining every aspect of your life: work, health, spirituality and
relationships- with yourself and others. Do the pieces of your life come together coherently or are
there gaping inconsistencies between what you think, feel, say and do? What do you want to
manifest in each aspect of your life? Taking a frank look at yourself and the life you’ve manifested is
essential to moving forward.
Intentionality is a crucial key of a successful plant medicine experience.
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MINDSET 3:
Alone or in Ceremony?…
Now that interest in plant medicine has spiked, many people think that taking it alone is the same
as participating in a ceremony with authentic, experienced medicine givers. Today, most plant
medicines are available for purchase online. Taking sacred medicine on your own, especially as a
ﬁrst-timer, is to deny yourself the power and intensiﬁed access to the medicine that is provided in
ceremony.
When it comes to Ancestral plant medicine and altered states of consciousness we are like
newborns learning a new language. We require a way to make sense of this world of the
intangible, a world outside time and space, a world of wonder, mystery and enormous potential.
Talking to the spirit of a plant medicine requires a whole new lexicon, a new way of ‘seeing’ and
communicating and it only makes sense to seek an experienced guide when starting out.
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Try this instead
Use the Power of the Circle
Authentic medicine givers, not surprisingly, have a unique connection to the medicine and are
adept at channeling it’s spirit and creating the ‘energetic container’ within which participants work
safely and go deep with total trust. Within this context, the ceremony is created.
Ceremonial space, and the rituals that deﬁne it, are the power behind and foundations of the
experience for they activate the medicine and give it purpose and focus.
A circle made of participants also has a role. The energy of the group contributes to and aids the
work of each individual and vice versa. This is again well documented in the archive of the
egregores of ancient times.
And perhaps most importantly, there is the guiding presence of the medicine givers who are
channeling the spirit of the medicine and holding space for every participant there. These folks
are on hand to help you navigate the experience, if help is wanted--and they are uniquely gifted to
do so. Giving plant medicine is a vocation for these healers, and it is said that the plant chooses
them, not the other way around.
The ideal way to start a journey into the world of plant medicine and altered states of
consciousness is in ceremony with experienced medicine givers at your side. Later on, as an
experienced journeyer, the plant will be the only guide you need.
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MINDSET 4:
Resistance: Staying stuck
The truth is that in the process of our personal developmental journey and life challenges we are
bound to get hurt. A lot of these experiences—relationships, betrayal, abandonment, trauma and
so many others—lead us to form an armour of fear or resistance that isolates us and taints our
perspective on future experiences and relationships. It’s part of being human —at least at one
point in our development.
But only by accepting (rather than resisting) full responsibility for what ‘happens to us’ are we
able to step into our power and move forward.
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There is a body of thought that states we create our reality. Consciously, or more often than not
UNconsciously, we draw to ourselves the experiences and people we need to grow. Everything is
for our growth. Every challenge in our world is an opportunity to shine and the opportunities are
created by us.
With regard to personal growth, we’re in the driver’s seat. So accepting what is, learning from the
lessons inherent in all ‘diﬃculties’ is true personal power.

Try this instead
Presence and acceptance, embracing the language of
plant medicine
Presence and acceptance of what is, is preferable to resistance. We fall down, we get back up and
we grow stronger, smarter and more aware with each fall. We are here to experience life, to
develop nurturing relationships with ourselves and others and to ﬁnd our purpose. And we do this
by connecting with our souls and the human soul and plant medicine speak the same
language. Plant medicine shows us a worldview as envisioned by our souls. And this worldview
reminds us of our true nature.
A critical mass of people sharing a worldview as envisioned by the soul can change and even
eradicate the issues we are facing as a species: greed, self-serving interests and disregard for
Nature. When enough people on the planet sustain this clarity, the ego’s perception of separation
will no longer dominate our thinking and we’ll see the transformation of human consciousness.
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MINDSET 5:
Mindgames: Mental noise
If we let them, our minds and egos will impinge on our processes and inﬂuence our experiences. If
we form a speciﬁc expectation or desire for outcome from a ceremony, this expectation will limit
what we receive. There might be a world of things going on but we don’t ‘see’ any of them
because we’re looking in the corner waiting for the vision of our choice to appear.
The messages, visions and/or feelings that come up in ceremony may be true or simply the route
our soul takes to elicit emotions that we need to transmute, transform or simply accept in order to
move on. One thing is certain, the emotions that come up for you in ceremony are 100% valid
—they are genuinely what you feel and they matter.

Try this instead
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Stay with the feeling
Here are some practical tips to help you navigate Huachuma medicine via your feelings rather
than your mind. The answers are in your heart and the key to the heart is how you FEEL.
If you start to judge or analyze what comes up--be it an emotion, vision or a message- you’re
working from the mind. A quick way to get back to the heart is to simply ask yourself: “What am I
feeling now?” Stay present with the feeling. Be aware of the physical sensations the feeling is
bringing up for you.
Stay present with the messages, visions, emotions and physical sensations even if they:
* are uncomfortable
* are frightening
* don’t make sense
Ask the medicine to show you another way to be, to perceive
*Lean in with curiosity
*Lean in with wonder
* Remember you're healing
*Pray, ask the plant’s help
*Breathe, breathe, breathe
*Be grateful
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MINDSET 6:
Belief in Separation
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Probably 98% of our present reality is manufactured by our minds operating from imposed
structures and belief systems, reactive behavior as a result of trauma and the erroneous
perceptions all three generate. Years of conventional therapy may make a dent in this mentality.
And certain life experiences may jolt us out of this 5-senses mindset and force us to reexamine
who and what we are, but not all of us have transformative experiences without actively looking for
them. Of course, things are changing and many of us are now actively looking.
However, most of us still allow our minds/egos to deﬁne us and convince us that we’re separate
from all that is. Only the soul understands that we are all one and that there IS no separation; that
we’re temporarily matter but spirit in essence. We spend our lives trying to be whole, not
understanding that we have never been anything but.
It’s diﬃcult for us to see how much more we are; hard to set aside what the ego relentlessly tells us
—that we are deﬁned by our sex, age, body shape, profession and income and that how others
view us, matters.
AND the harder it is to let go of all this temporal external ‘stuﬀ’ IS the degree to which our soul is
asking us to do JUST that! And this is equally true on a collective level.

Try this instead
With Community comes wisdom and power
Human consciousness is evolving.
Today, old systems and structures are breaking down as power and privilege are stripped from the
institutions and people who embody them. Every day we watch as the battle for supremacy and
the walk-the-line mentality of the old paradigm is questioned by people who responded to a call
from the soul. We are now willing to step into who we truly are and to operate from an expanded,
heart-based consciousness rather than one based on fear.
We are ready to let go of self-imposed limitations in order to embrace all that we are as humans.
We’re giving space to our souls and listening to its murmurings. We’re ready to re-examine our
understanding of ‘being’ and adopt authentic ways of being that are aligned with spirit. Ancestral
Plant Medicine provides practical tools for doing this and extraordinary answers to our questions.
Plant medicine shows we are one with all that is; and from this new perspective it’s resoundingly
clear that only as one humanity, in community, can we forge an enlightened world. To birth this
planet into a New Earth of greater consciousness we need everybody. Every single soul. Now
more than ever it’s time to come together and use our collective power to shape a world that up
to now, we’ve only dreamt of.
It’s true that no one walking the earth today has ever experienced a ‘world undivided’ but we all
feel that it’s possible and to manifest such a world requires a lot of work both in community AND
on a personal level. Plant medicine is one path to this higher consciousness so if you feel the call,
respond! You will never look at yourself or the world the same again.
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HOW TO
FULLY RESET
YOUR MIND
AND GET
THE FULL
BENEFIT OF
WORKING
WITH PLANT
MEDICINE?
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Now, 30 years ago, when I started to
research, study, experiment and practice
the best ways to grow and transform
physical, mental or emotional blocks (I
ran a natural-health based clinical
practice for 20 of those years) ...
I realised (and was baﬄed)... 98% of my
life and the lives of my patients was
based on the inner-workings of my brain,
beliefs systems and my limited vision of
reality, that I couldn’t control consciously.
In my research and clinical practice I found
that there are only 4 ways to change
radically and durably how your body and
mind respond to life
1. A MAJOR LIFE EVENT

(illness, death,

birth, divorce, etc.)

2. EXTERNAL CLINICAL HELP

(long,
costly and not guaranteed, for some of us it means
decades of psychotherapy)

3. ANCESTRAL PLANT MEDICINE
Being "taught and shown" the truth and the path
forward” by a Plant Spirit. Fast, real, literally mindblowing and …the most transformative, for most of
us!

...so, I chose the logical way, for me, and
opened my life to “being taught” by the
best Master teacher on the planet… the
Plant Spirit itself.
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PLANT MEDICINE

ANCESTRAL MEDICINE shows us the
parts of us that need healing and let's
the light in for thehealing to begin.

IF YOU'RE READY FOR A QUANTUM
LEAP AND YOU ARE INTERESTED IN
WORKING WITH PLANT MEDICINE,
CLICK BELOW AND BROWSE OUR
OFFERING OF WORLDWIDE
RETREATS.
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